Quiz: Are you ready for assessment
and rating?
Your next A&R visit might be over before you know it – use our quiz to see how prepared you are

Has your service done a selfassessment against the 2018
National Quality Standard?

Yes
No

Did you get input from all
relevant stakeholders including
children, families, committee
members, managers, staff and
community groups?

Yes
No

Are all staffing records,
enrolment forms, medical action
plans and risk minimisation plans
available and up to date?

Yes

Can they explain how the
service philosophy translates
into practice?

Yes

Yes
No

Can they share examples of
the full planning cycle and
how critical reflection informs
practice?

Yes
No

Are educators in your service
able to confidently discuss their
work and decision making?

No

Is there evidence to show how
the educational leader mentors
and supports educators?

Yes
No

Can you demonstrate the
assessment of children’s learning
and development?

Yes
No

Is your Quality Improvement Plan
relevant and up to date?

Yes
Are your responsibilities under
the Victorian Reportable
Conduct Scheme clear in your
policies?

Yes

No

Yes
No

Have you incorporated the
1 October 2017 changes to
the NQF including responsible
person requirements for
Approved Providers?

Yes

If you are aiming for a rating
of Exceeding the NQS, does
your team understand the three
Exceeding themes?

Yes

No

Are your policies up to date?

No

No

Are the Victorian Child Safe
Standards embedded across
your policy suite?

Yes
No

Answered No to any of the above? We can help take the fear out of
assessment and rating. Book our full-day coaching package to have one of
our experienced consultants spend a whole day at your service, observing
practice and providing useful feedback about performance in each of the
Quality Areas.
Starts from just $874.
Call Community Child Care Association (03) 9486 3455 to learn more.

No

Can you demonstrate how
in each Standard, service
practice is embedded in service
operations, informed by critical
reflection and shaped by
meaningful engagement with
families and/or the community?

Yes

No

Well done, looks like
you’re on track for your
next A&R visit

